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ABSTRACT

The problem of estimating the power spectral den~ity or

Gastrointestinal (GI) signals is studied. Classical nonparametric

methods based on· the discrete Fourier T~ansform ~re presented along

with modern parametric methods whi~h are generally based on auto-

regressive-moving average (AR}~) time series models. Some algorithms

of ARMA parameter esti~ation are presented under the classification

of optimal and'suboptimal methods. Two recently proposed ARMA methods

·are particularly considered and proven to be equivalent. Additive
. ~

interference between autoregressive signals is shown to produce an

ARMA process ·with equal orders of the MA and the AR parts" This ha$

been made use' qf in modelling and spectral estimation of the Electrical

Control Activity (EtA) in the small intestine.

Four methods for spectral esti~ation of GI signals have been

implemented in a general minicompu~er based program.

The performance Qf the different methods. is demonstrated by
....

examples take~ from small intestinal ECA. The spatial distribution

and t?e temporal variations have been investigated for the ECA spectra

in the small intestine.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Gastrointest~nal£lectrical Activity

The signals recorded from the smooth muscle la¥ers 6f the

digestive tract have g~ined increasing &ttention in the last decade.

There have been remarkable efforts in the analysis and modelling of
,

these signals and in int~rpreting their patterns to explain the

motility function of th~ different parts of the digestive tract

[e.g.,'l-6]. The presently accepted classification of the control

mechanisms controlling gastrointestinal motility is as follows:

1.1.1 Myogenic Control

This refers to the 'control mechanism governed by the electr~cal

activity of the smooth muscle-layers. The re~orded signals are thought

to originate in the longitudinal muscle layer and are thought to be a

, myogenic phenomen~n (i.e. autonomous muscular activity) without the
Q

intervention of any neural activity. This implies. that there is an

oscillatoTy behaviour in the ionic flow across the membrane of the

smooth muscle cell. This oscillatory behaviour is common in many

other involuntary biological phenomena. Thes~ signals are of the

rhythmic type which means that they exhibit some periodicity. In

fact, this periodicity is sometimes very obvious and the number of
1
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fundamental periods can be counted by visual inspection. However, in
/

many other cases, especially in the signals recorded from the colon

, -'i and the distal small intestine, the periodicity cannot be determined

by visualization due to the existence of large background noise. This

rhythmic activity is continuously present in normal subjects, whether

contractions occur or not. The collection of such signals recorded

from different positions in a c'ertain organ has been termed "Electric~l

Control Activity" or simply ECA-[6]. It is sometimes also called "Slow

wave activity". The reason for these terminologies will be clear when

we talk about other control mechanisms.

.'

1.}.2 Neurogenic Control

/

"

There is another kind of electrical activity which appears in
j

the form of a high frequency signal superimposed an the ECA and assoc-

iated \\Yith a mechanical activity. ,

This phenomenon is thought to be due to neural excitation which

results in both the mechanical contraction and the high frequency ele~-

trical signals. Henceforth, the latter has been termed "Electrical

Response Activity (ERA)" to indicate that its presence comes in

response to a neural input. This also clarifies the terminology given

to the relatively slow wave activity as being a control signal. Iij. " ".

effect, the ECA at ~·certain position is responsible for determining

the ,maximum rate of contra~tions at that position as it appears that

,there could, be no more than ope contraction during a control wave cycle.. . .'
Also, in the s~~e sense, the ~otality of the EeA at different positions

- - -._~
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in a certain organ is responsiple for organizing the contraction

pattern in this organ.

1.1.3 Hormonal Control

fhe neural control takes place upon the release of a chemical

mediator (Acetylcholine): The release of Acetylcholine may take place

in response to some hormones such as pentogastri~ that stimulates the

nerves or it may be spontaneous. However, in either case, the presence

o~ the relevant hormones may cause contractions and ERA.

1.2 Scope and Objectives

This thesis is concerned only with the analysi~ of the EGA,

the goal being to determine the frequency contents in the signals

recorded from the small intestine.

It has been necessary to study methods of spectral analysis;

which are either well known or recently proposed. ' Namely, these

methods are: The perrodogram and the standard autocorrelation methods

and the autoregressive and the autoregressive-moving average methods.

- .
For this purpose, a minicomputer based general program has been devel-

oped which is capable of providing 'quantitative information as well

as convenient graphing of the spectra of the analyzed signals.

1.3.1 Basis- Definitions and Assamption~

Throughout this thesis, assumptio~s of ergodicity and weak
: '

(second order) stationarity are always implied [7]. By weak station-'
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arity, we mean that the first and' the second order sta,tist:tcs of

the process do not change with time. Ergodicity means that ~hese

statisticf can be infe~red from the time history of the signal.

making these assumptions, we are overwhelmed by the fact that the

signal ,is only a single member (sample func~ion) of a stochastic

process., Therefore, time averaging is used instead of ensemble

averaging. ,The assumption of stationarity is also necessary if we

are to follow Wiener definition of the power spectral density.

1.3.1 Wie~er Definition of the Power Spectral Den~ity [S(£)l

The spectral density function of an ergodic second order

stationary process,x(t),is given by:

t
I

I

(1.1)
. -co

,
where r(T),is the autocorrelation function and is given by:

reT) =
1 P

Lim 2P J x(t) X(t+T) dt
P-+<JO -p

(1.2)

This means that S(f) and r(L) are a Fourier tr~nsfonn pair and 'each

. of' them can be obtained from the. other by the appropriate transform-
, ,

ation. It should be poted that the tQtal power in the sfgna~ ~(t)

. o' ,

is the same as reO) which. can be obtained, from the inverse Fourier

transform of Set) with L = O. This gives:

co
1 '

reO) = - J S(f)- df !• .- 2n
..ell

(1~3)
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This mak~s it obvious why $(f) is teemed power'spectral density, as

it gives the power distribution over the frequency scale. For

rhythmic signals, S(f) is expected to peak around the repetition

frequencies.

1. 3.2 Power Spectral Density of a Discrete Time Signal

As a result of sampling, all, the signals that'we are dealing

w\th are ~ctually functions in discrete time? i.e. they are defined

only- at the" sampling :f,nstants. Accord.fngly, ·th~ autocorrelation func-

tion becomes a sequence of.autocorre1ation coefficients defined for
~

integral multiples of' the' sampling period. This is equivalent to

multiplying the autocorrelation function by an impulse tr~in, and

the spectrum of the di~crete process will be given by:

, $(£)' = f~ ; o(t-kT) r(t) e-j2rrfkT dt
co k=-~

(1. 4) . "-
I

I
S(f) =

co
r r(kT)

k=_co

-j 2nfkT
e (1. 5)

• where T is the sampling period. The above discrete Fourier transform

is an infinite fourier series expansion which is an even periodi~

"
function in 'frequency with a period of repetition equal to lIT. This

means that the sampling rate ~hould be taken,at least e~ual to twice

the maximum freqnen~y in the signal to ayoid overlapping of th~ spectra

I
I.

" II!.

occurs, 'the resulting phetl9menon is known as ".alia·sing". We will make

centered around the zero frequency and liT [8}. If such an ove~lap

r
".....

an ass~p.tion that the signal is band limitea to a frequency less than

..
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half the sampling rate. This/can always be validated by analog

filtering priQr to sampling.

1.3.3 Power Spectral Density of a Truncated Time Series
j

•
In addition to the periodicity of the,spectrum resulting

.
~

from the sampling process, the number of correlation lags used in

estimating the spectrum has another unavoidable effect. For example,

if a maximum lag (L) is considered, this will effectively result in

multiplying the original autocorrelations by the I~OX car" function

as shown ,in fig. 1.1. This gives the following estimate:

~

S(f) = L w(kT) r(kT) -~j2nfkT (1.6)

This multiplication has the effect of a convolution in the frequency

domain, which means that the original spectrum becomes convolved with
•

the Fourier transform of ~he box car function as shown in fig. l.c.

The result of the convolution may be negative at some frequencies.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapters 2 and 3 a~e devoted to discussing the methods of

spectral estimation. ,Chapter 2 deals briefly with the perioaogram

and the autocorrp.lation methods which are based on calculating the

discrete, Fourier Transform.
,

These methods bave been extensively

treated in literat~re (e.g. 6, 7, 8). Then the autoFegressive/maxi-
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mum entropy method (AR/MEM) is presented with some estimation algorithms

and methods for checking the adequacy of the spectral estimate. The

estimation of the spectrum is based upon linear estimates of some

intermediate parameters.

The autoregressiv~-moving average (ARMA) method, which is

also called "rational method", is discussed in Chapter 3. The opti

mal methods which result in a nonlinear estimation problem are first

presented and a~lass of suboptimal methods which are recently prop

osed are then discussed.

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the ab~ve methods

in an interactive minicomputer-based program.

ChaRter 5 discusses the results of estimating the spectra of

signals recorded from the small intestine and gives an evaluation of

the methods investigated here.

Conclusions of our findings and suggestions for. future research

are presented in Chapt'er 6.




































































































































































































